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Abstract: Emergency management is vital in implementing sustainable community development,
for which community planning must include emergency response solutions to potential natural
and manmade hazards. To help maintain such solution repository, we investigate effective fuzzy
multi-criteria group decision making (FMCGDM) approaches for the complex problems of evaluating
alternative emergency response solutions, where weights for decision makers and criteria are
unknown due to problem complexity. We employ interval-valued dual hesitant fuzzy (IVDHF)
set to address decision hesitancy more effectively. Based on IVDHF assessments, we develop a
deviation maximizing model to compute criteria weights and another compatibility maximizing
model to calculate weights for decision makers. Then, two ideal-solution-based FMCGDM approaches
are proposed: (i) by introducing a synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix into TOPSIS, we
develop an IVDHF-TOPSIS approach for fuzzy group settings; (ii) when emphasizing both maximum
group utility and minimum individual regret, we extend VIKOR to develop an IVDHF-VIKOR
approach, where the derived decision makers’ weights are utilized to obtain group decision matrix
and the determined criteria weights are integrated to reflect the relative importance of distances
from the compromised ideal solution. Compared with aggregation-operators-based approach,
IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR can alleviate information loss and computational complexity.
Numerical examples have validated the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
Keywords: multi-criteria decision making; group decision making; interval-valued dual hesitant
fuzzy set; TOPSIS; VIKOR
1. Introduction
During the last several decades, economic development has been recognized as the only approach
to improve quality of life and social status in communities and cities of different areas, especially
developing countries. However, recently, increasing natural and manmade disastrous events (such as
earthquakes, floods, chemical spills, air pollution, explosions, and urban fires) have urged governments
to reconsider community development planning by encouraging using local resources in a sustainable
way that enhances economic opportunities while improving social and environmental conditions [1].
During the process of planning and implementing sustainable community development, one of the
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major components is emergency management [2] that is designated to minimize the huge impacts by
potentially catastrophic events on every socioeconomic aspect in local community.
Because of the highly unstructured nature of activities in emergency management, decision
support systems (DSS) have been introduced and successfully applied to cope with specific emergency
situations, including preparedness and response for influenza [3], support for operations after an
earthquake [4], and chemical emergencies [5]. The main purpose of these DSS-based approaches is
to help emergency managers select among alternative response actions in complex and uncertain
situations [6]. Although the emergency management unit in a community development department
can maintain a balanced managerial status characterized by a set of qualified response solutions to
specific emergency situations so that decision makers can quickly and effectively approve the suggested
course of actions in front of an event [6], economic development programs in communities often break
that balance which requires emergency response solutions [2,7,8] in community planning to answer
risks associated with newly introduced potential threats or disasters. Taking the YiWu International
Trading Community in China for example, obviously, trading communication and manufacturing
collaboration with developing or undeveloped countries have substantially contributed to local fast
economic growth. However, although YiWu city has constructed comprehensive emergency response
solutions to specified common epidemic diseases in China, imported diseases, such as the ZIKA
virus emergency case in February of 2016, from other countries are now driving the community
development department (CDD) in YiWu International Trading Community to collect and evaluate
ERSs for contingency planning to those potential balance-breaking health disasters. As we can see,
emergency response solutions evaluation (ERSE) turns out to be a vital routine activity in sustainable
community development [7].
In essence, ERSE requires a nexus of participants (i.e., decision makers) that influence community
planning to assess response plans under a number of criteria [2,7]. It also requires final decisions
to balance decision makers’ different opinions which are often uncertain and cannot be expressed
with crisp values due to problem complexity [8]. As a result, the problems of evaluating emergency
response plans for sustainable community development can be categorized as a type of multi-criteria
group decision making (MCGDM) [9–12] problems which involve decision uncertainties caused by
evolutions of emergency scenarios [13]. To our best knowledge, only few researches that have been
conducted on ERSE under uncertainty. [8] introduced a DS/AHP based group multi-criteria decision
making method in which Dempster-Shafer theory was utilized for expressing incomplete and uncertain
information. Reference [14] developed fuzzy AHP based a multi-criteria decision making method
where decision preferences was represented by a 2-tuple linguistic variable. Recently, [7] put forward
another hybrid multi-criteria decision making method that also hired a 2-tuple linguistic variable to
elicit uncertain preference information. However, there is no effort that has been carried out to address
ERSE with decision hesitancy due to the fact that decision makers are often irresolute about depicting
fuzzy objects [15,16].
MCGDM mainly contains four steps: (i) evaluate alternatives under different criteria;
(ii) determine weights for decision makers and criteria; (iii) aggregate individual decision matrices
into collective matrix; (iv) prioritize alternative(s). For addressing uncertainties in complex problems,
fuzzy set (FS) theory and its extensions have been successfully applied to fuzzy multi-criteria group
decision making (FMCGDM) [10,12,17–19]. However, decision makers are often irresolute about
possible membership degree to a fuzzy set. Therefore, hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) [15,16] was recently put
forward to address decision hesitancy in FMCGDM [20–23]. HFS only depicts decision hesitancy with
possible membership degrees, while in fact non-membership degree plays the same important role as
membership degree in describing fuzzy objects. Zhu, et al. [24] thus further defined dual hesitant fuzzy
set (DHFS) to include both membership and non-membership. As pointed out in [25,26], DHFS can
reflect decision hesitancy more completely than other extensions of FS. Subsequently, to accommodate
decision settings of higher complexity (e.g., decision makers are only willing or able to give interval
values rather than crisp ones because of time pressure or due to lack of expertise), Ju, et al. [27] and
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Farhadinia [25] introduced the interval-valued dual hesitant fuzzy set (IVDHFS). Thus far, only
Ju, et al. [27] and Zhang, et al. [28] studied aggregation-operators-based models for multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) under interval-valued dual hesitant fuzzy (IVDHF) environments. Although
their approaches can be extended to group settings, aggregation-operators-based models normally
at least need to aggregate information twice [11,29], i.e., aggregate individual decision matrices into
collective decision matrix, and then aggregate which to obtain final scores. Information loss increases
with multiple use of aggregation operators [30], which also raises computational complexity especially
for processing hesitant fuzzy preferences [31].
TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) [32] and VIKOR
(VlseKriterijuska Optimizacija I Komoromisno Resenje) [33,34] are two effective ideal-solution-based
approaches for MCDM. TOPSIS maintains that the optimal alternative should have the shortest
distance from the positive ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution,
while VIKOR determines the compromise solution that is closest to the ideal solution and provides
a minimum individual regret as well as a maximum group utility [34,35]. Mardani, et al. [12]
and Kahraman, et al. [10] pointed out that TOPSIS and VIKOR have been adapted successfully to
accommodate different fuzzy environments [36–41], but only few works were conducted on their
extensions under hesitant fuzzy environments, such as those in [31,41–46]. To our best knowledge,
scarcely any researchers have investigated TOPSIS and VIKOR for MCDM under interval-valued
dual hesitant fuzzy (IVDHF) environments, much less in group settings. Therefore, in this paper,
by employing IVDHFS to elicit decision makers’ hesitant preferences, we study effective FMCGDM
approaches based on TOPSIS and VIKOR for tackling the complex ERSE problems, in which decision
makers could be hesitant due to uncertainty and weighting information is totally unknown for both
criteria and decision makers.
To do so, we first develop a deviation maximizing model to determine criteria weights and
a compatibility maximizing program to derive weights for decision makers. Then, based on the
determined weighting information, we propose two ideal-solution-based approaches for MCGDM
with IVDHF preferences: IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR. In IVDHF-TOPSIS, we utilize the
obtained decision makers’ weights and the newly defined synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix to
generate weighted group decision matrix so that IVDHF-TOPSIS can retain the straightforward ranking
mechanism as in classical TOPSIS model by measuring distances from ideal solutions, instead of by
employing aggregation operators. Aiming at supporting MCGDM under IVDHF environments where
maximum group utility and minimum individual regret are required to be balanced, IVDHF-VIKOR
firstly utilizes the derived decision makers’ weights to aggregate the individual decision matrix into
group decision matrix, then extends the traditional VIKOR model to construct the compromised
IVDHF ideal solution, and also incorporates the determined criteria weights in its ranking procedure
to reflect relative importance of distances from the compromised IVDHF ideal solution.
The proposed IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR hold the following main advantages:
by employing IVDHFS to express decision hesitancy more comprehensively, they are more
adequate and flexible for complex FMCGDM with hesitant preferences; they retain simple and
straightforward decision procedures even in group decision making settings; in comparison with
aggregation-operators-based approach, they can alleviate information loss and computational
complexity caused by multiple use of aggregation operators (IVDHF-TOPSIS does not need any
use of aggregation operators and IVDHF-VIKOR only requires an aggregation operator once to obtain
group decision matrix).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Based on IVDHFS, Section 2 gives the
formulation for the emergency response solutions evaluation (ERSE) problems with consideration of
decision hesitancy. In Section 3, optimization models are developed for obtaining weights for decision
makers and criteria. Section 4 details two proposed approaches: IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR.
To validate the proposed approaches, we conduct numerical studies in Section 5. Finally, conclusions
are made in Section 6.
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2. Problem Formulation
2.1. Emergency Response Solutions Evaluation (ERSE)
Frequent happening of natural and man-made disaster catastrophic events has brought about
huge impact on communities, families and many other societal units, not only suffering from illness
or loss of lives but also from negative effects on economic and social conditions in the local area [6].
Lessons from these disasters have compelled governments to evaluate and include emergency response
solutions regarding identifiable risks to guarantee sustainable community development. Although
accumulated experiences can help local governments achieve a relative balance state of preparedness
for specified risks by maintaining a set of effective response solutions, economic development programs
launched in communities often break that balance and inevitably require local government to collect
and evaluate emergency response solutions to cope with newly brought-in risks along with those
programs. Besides the mentioned (in Section 1) emergency scenario that is threatening the YiWu
International Trading Community, introducing novel technology-driven projects (such as nano-textiles,
smart textiles, chemcial medicines, etc.) to unleash business opportunities in local communities
has concurrently also brought about potential risks on environment, human health and safety, and
sustainability (EHS/S) [47], which urges local governments to set up decision making procedures for
emergency response solutions evalution (ERSE). Figure 1 depicts the basic motivation that ERSE has
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Figure 1. The motivation of emergency response solutions evaluation (ERSE).
Generally speaking, emergency response solution is a group of procedures to be implemented
in case of a catastrophic event situation involving risk analysis, communication, intervention actions,
operational support, logistic support, and whatever is necessary to reduce accident impacts [6–8,14,49].
Following suggestions of practices [50] and the lifecycl th ory of emergency management [48,51],
effective mergency response solutions should be prepared to cover three st ges: pre-event,
during-event and fter- vent. Correspondingly, when c mmu ity development d partm t (CDD)
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evaluates alternative emergency response solutions to potential risks of emergency scenarios, decision
criteria should be derived from these three stages.
For another example, in many developing countries (such as China and other Asian
countries) [52,53], increasing population and materials density due to continuous introduction of
companies in certain industry clusters has made effective response solutions to urban fire accidents
mandatory in sustainable community planning. When evaluating response solutions to urban fire
accidents, according to lifecycle theory in emergency management, the following four indicators can
be derived as main decision criteria [8,14,54,55].
(c1) Accident identifying capacity, which comprehensively indicates the mature ability to utilize
collected data in monitored control systems for early warning and the mature capacity of classifying
accidents into different levels based on the obtained data and knowledge systems. It corresponds to
the pre-event stage in the life cycle model of emergency management.
(c2) Rescuing capacity, which indicates the rescuing action performance in the during-event
stage of emergency management. It comprehensively reflects the completeness degree to which
rescuing equipment and experienced rescue workers are prepared and how their commanding system
is constructed.
(c3) Emergency response resources supplying capacity, which not only requires provision of
sufficient emergency resources, but also demands possession of relevant rescue technical knowledge
and its decision support system. Overall, it indicates the competence of resources support function in
response solutions for ensuring fulfillment of rescuing capacity in the during-event stage.
(c4) After-accident management capacity, which is the capability of handling after-accident
processing and resettlement requirements. A nexus of activities should be incorporated, such as
tracking and feedback analyzing mechanism, knowledge bases, emergency policies for insurance
services, and management systems for social donation. Generally, it assesses the maturity degree of
management mechanisms for after-event processing work.
As we can see, this problem of emergency response solutions evaluation is characterized with
both qualitative and quantitative assessment, obviously, it thus can be categorized as multi-criteria
decision making (MCGDM) problems [8,14], that is, let X “ tx1, x2, ..., xnu be a set of emergency
response solutions, C “ tc1, c2, ..., cmu be the set of criteria. Define D “ td1, d2, ..., dtu as the decision
makers in an evaluation team responsible for the evaluation of all solutions X “ tx1, x2, ..., xnu. Then,
after each decision maker assess the scores of solution xi pi “ 1, ..., nq under criterion cj pj “ 1, ..., mq,
we can obtain the following decision matrix Rk “ prijqmˆ n as
Rk
Criteria



















n2 . . . r
k
nm
Here preferences prijqmˆ n usually is represented by using exact values and the purpose of
the evaluation activity is to derive the most appropriate one(s) based on information in decision
matrix Rk “ prijqmˆn. However, due to the complexity and uncertainty in emergency response
solutions evaluation, decision makers are often hesitant or irresolute with expressing their assessments.
Therefore, appropriate representation tools should be introduced to effectively incorporate decision
maker’s preferences with hesitancy [16].
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2.2. Interval-Valued Dual Hesitant Fuzzy Representation Approach
In order to help decision makers express their uncertain preferences, Zadeh [56] firstly introduced
the fuzzy set (FS) theory as a quantitative tool for decision making under uncertainty. Since its
appearance, FS has been successfully applied to multi-criteria decision making [10,12], and its
extensions have also been investigation in-depth to elicit uncertain decision preferences more effectively
and comprehensively, such as interval-valued fuzzy set [57], intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) [58],
interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set [59]. However, these fuzzy representation approaches are
generally not suitable for situations where decision makers are hesitant or irresolute in describing
membership degrees to a fuzzy concept because of several possible values, so Torra [16], Torra and
Narukawa [15] defined hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) to allow membership degrees of an element to
be a set of values. For example, decision makers are allowed to express their preference with <ci,
(0.3, 0.4, 0.5)>, which means 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 are the possible membership degrees to which an alternative
solution satisfying criterion ci. HFS are highly useful in handling complex situations with decision
hesitance [60,61]. Inspired by the fundamental ideas in HFS and IFS, Zhu, et al. [24] further developed
the dual hesitant fuzzy set (DHFS) to allow both hesitant membership and non-membership degrees
of an element to a given concept by using two sets of crisp values. Then, to be more applicable as
suggested in [59], Ju, et al. [27], and Farhadinia [25] studied DHFS under interval-valued environments
and provide the more flexible representation model: interval-valued dual hesitant fuzzy set (IVDHFS).
Relations between all above-mentioned representation models are depicted in Figure 2. Evidently,
IVDHFS is more practical in multi-criteria decision making for the reason that it provides an effective
and flexible way to assign values for each element in the domains [25,26]. Therefore, in this paper, we
employ IVDHFS to help decision makers elicit their preferences more effectively and comprehensively
in emergency response solutions evaluation.
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In  the  following,  basic  notions,  distance measures,  and  aggregation  operators  for  IVDHFS   
are introduced. 
2.2.1. Interval‐Valued Dual Hesitant Fuzzy Set (IVDHFS) 
Definition 2.1. [16]. Let  X   be a fixed set. A HFS in  X   is defined a function E that when applied to 
X   returns a subset of  [0,1] . It can be expressed as 
 , ( )EE x h x x X    (1) 
i . l ti t iff t f t ti l .
In the following, basic notions, distance measures, and aggregation operators for IVDHFS
are introduced.
2.2.1. Interval-Valued Dual Hesitant Fuzzy Set (IVDHFS)
Definition 2.1. [16]. Let X be a fixed set. A HFS in X is defined a function E that when applied to X
returns a subset of r0, 1s. It can be expressed as
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E “ txx, hEpxqy |x P X u (1)
where hEpxq is a set of values in r0, 1s, denoting possible membership degrees of the element x P X to
the set E.
HFS in [16] only addresses possible membership degrees of an element to a given set without
considering non-membership degrees. To overcome this limitation, Zhu, et al. [24] proposed the dual
hesitant fuzzy sets (DHFS):
Definition 2.2. [24]. Let X be a fixed set, then a dual hesitant fuzzy set (DHFS) on X can be defined as:
D “ txx, hpxq, gpxqy |x P X u (2)
where hpxq “ YµPhpxq tµu and gpxq “ YνPgpxq tνu are two sets of values in r0, 1s, respectively denoting
possible membership degrees and non-membership degrees of an element x P X to the set D, which
requires the conditions: µ, ν P r0, 1s, 0 ď µ` ` ν` ď 1, where µ P hpxq, ν P gpxq, µ` P h`pxq “
YµPhpxqmax tµu and ν
` P g`pxq “ YνPgpxqmax tνu for all x P X.
d “ ph, gq is called a dual hesitant fuzzy element (DHFE) and D is the set of all DHFEs.
However, the precise membership degrees and non-membership degrees of an element to a set are
sometimes hard to determine. To overcome this barrier, Ju, et al. [27] and Farhadinia [25] introduced
the following effective tool of interval-valued dual hesitant fuzzy set (IVDHFS).
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Usually, rd “ prh, rgq is called an IVDHF element (IVDHFE) and rD is the set of all IVDHFEs. And
the following Definitions 2.4 and 2.5 give the fundamental operations for IVDHFEs.
Definition 2.4. [27]. Given three IVDHFEs: rd “ prh, rgq, rd1 “ prh1, rg1q, rd2 “ prh2, rg2q, then some of the
important operations relationships can be described below:
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Definition 2.5. [27]. Let rd1 “ prh1, rg1q and rd2 “ prh2, rg2q be any two IVDHFEs, then some operation rules
can be defined as:
(1) rd1 ‘ rd2 “ rd2 ‘ rd1;
(2) rd1 b rd2 “ rd2 b rd1;
(3) λp rd1 ‘ rd2q “ λ rd1 ‘ λ rd2, λ ą 0;
(4) rdλ1 b
rdλ2 “ p rd2 b rd1q
λ
, λ ą 0.
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In Ju, et al. [27], they also introduced a score function Sp rdq to compute scores of rd, and defined an





















































and lprhq, lprgq are the numbers of interval values in rh and rg, respectively. The larger the score Sp rdq, the
larger the accuracy Pp rdq, and the greater the IVDHFE rd.
Then order relations between any two IVDHFEs rd1 “ prh1, rg1q, rd2 “ prh2, rg2q can be determined
according to the following rules:
If Sp rd1q ă Sp rd2q, then rd1 ă rd2.
If Sp rd1q “ Sp rd2q, then (1) If Pp rd1q “ Pp rd2q, then rd1 “ rd2; (2) If Pp rd1q ă Pp rd2q, then rd1 ă rd2.
2.2.2. Distance Measures for IVDHFS
In order to calculate the distance between any two IVDHFEs, we utilize the complementing
method introduced by Xu and Xia [62] to extend IVDHFE’s membership set or non-membership set
which hold smaller cardinality. That is, given any two IVDHFEs:
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rg1 ‰ lrg2 , under such cases we can, as suggested by Xu and
Xia [62], extend every set with smaller cardinality by adding values according to certain principle so as















In this paper, we adopt the complementing method with pessimistic decision principle to derive
the following normalized Euclidean distance for IVDHFEs.
Definition 2.6. Let rd1 and rd2 be two IVDHFEs, then the normalized Euclidean distance for IVDHFEs
can be defined as














































































































are the j th largest lower and upper values in rg1 and rg2 respectively.
For the above Euclidean distance measure dIVDHFS, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The Euclidean distance measure dIVDHFS satisfies properties:
(1) 0 ď dIVDHFSp rd1, rd2q ď 1;
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(2) dIVDHFSp rd1, rd2q “ 0 if and only if rd1 and rd2 are perfectly consistent;
(3) dIVDHFSp rd1, rd2q “ dIVDHFSp rd2, rd1q.
2.2.3. Basic Aggregation Operators for IVDHFS
Definition 2.7. [27]. For a collection of IVDHFEs rdjpj “ 1, 2, ..., nq, an IVDHF weighted average
(IVDHFWA) operator is a mapping of Sn Ñ S , such that








































where ω “ pω1, ω2, ..., ωnq
T is the weighting vector for rdjpj “ 1, 2, ..., nq, ωj P r0, 1s and
řn
j“1 ωj “ 1.
Definition 2.8. [27]. For a collection of IVDHFEs rdjpj “ 1, 2, ..., nq, an IVDHF weighted geometric
average (IVDHFWGA) operator is a mapping of Sn Ñ S such that









































where ω “ pω1, ω2, ..., ωnq
T is the weighting vector of rdjpj “ 1, 2, ..., nq, ωj P r0, 1s and
řn
j“1 ωj “ 1.
2.3. Problem Formulation of ERSE with Interval-Valued Dual Hesitant Fuzzy Preferences
Now, in the case in that decision makers are hesitant with assessments due to problem complexity
and time pressure [16], we empower decision makers to express their hesitant preferences based on
the above-discussed IVDHFS during the solving process of ERSE.
That is, we can reconsider the ERSE as a type of FMCGDM problems under interval-valued dual
hesitant fuzzy environments: suppose X “ tx1, x2, ..., xnu be a set of emergency response solutions;
C “ tc1, c2, ..., cmu be the set of criteria, ω “ pω1, ω2, ..., ωmq
T is the weighting vector for criteria cj,
where ωj ě 0, j “ 1, 2, ..., m and
řm
j“1 ωj “ 1; denote D “ td1, d2, ..., dtu as a finite set of decision
makers that are responsible for the assessment of all solutions, and λ “ pλ1, λ2, ..., λtq as their weighting
vector, where λk ě 0pk “ 1, 2, ..., tq and
řt
k“1 λk “ 1. Then, after collecting the assessments provided
by all decision makers, we can obtain the decision matrices rRk “ prkijqnˆmpi “ 1, 2, ..., n; j “ 1, 2, ..., m;
k “ 1, 2, ..., tq that take the form shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Interval-valued dual hesitant fuzzy decision matrix given by the k-th decision maker.
rRk (Unknown Expert
Weighting Vector λ)
Criteria (Unknown Criteria Weighting Vector ω)


















































In Table 1, rkij “ p
rhkij, rg
k
ijq is an IVDHFE representing the assessments of the alternative xi with
respect to the criterion cj. rhkij indicates all possible membership degrees that alternative xi satisfy
criterion cj, while rgkij indicates all possible non-membership degrees that alternative xi does not satisfy
criterion cj.
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Additionally, without loss of generality, since decision makers are chosen from different
backgrounds with specific expertise, equal weights or other arbitrary weights should not be directly
assigned to decision makers either [63]. On the other hand, also due to the problem complexity
or time pressure, criteria weights often cannot be determined with empirical values appropriately
in advance [11,64]. Consequently, for the FMCGDM problem of ERSE under discussion, the
criteria weighting vector ω and decision makers’ weighting vector λ are treated as unknown and to
be determined.
In order to construct effective FMCGDM approaches for tackling the above ERSE problems, in
the following Section 3, we focus on optimization models based on the obtained decision matrices for
objectively determining ω and λ since they should not be allocated subjectively.
3. Optimization Models for Obtaining Unknown Weights for Criteria and Decision Makers
When weights for criteria and decision makers cannot be determined appropriately in advance,
they can be objectively derived from preferences provided by decision makers [63,65]. Based on
decision information provided in the form of IVDHFS, we propose a compatibility maximizing model
to obtain weights for decision makers, and another deviation maximizing model to determine weights
for criteria.
3.1. Compatibility Maximizing Model for Deriving Weights for Decision Makers
Similarity measure, a straightforward procedure for consensus degree, has been successfully
employed to differentiate decision makers [66,67]. The main idea of similarity measure based
differentiation is that: the smaller the difference between an expert’s decision matrix and the ones
offered by other decision makers, the more precise the information provided by the expert, thus a
larger weight should be assigned to this expert. Borrowing this idea, in what follows, we first define the
compatibility degree based on divergence between any two IVDHF decision matrices; then, we propose
a compatibility maximizing model to obtain optimum weighting vector for all decision makers.
Based on Definition 2.6, we can obtain the following definition of compatibility degree.
Definition 3.1. Let rR1 “ pr1ijqnˆ m,
rR2 “ pr2ijqnˆm be any two IVDHF decision matrices as the same form
shown in Table 1. Then, the compatibility degree CI between rR1 and rR2 can be defined as













where dIVDHFS is the distance measure introduced in Definition 2.6. Obviously, CIprR1, rR2q is the sum
of compatibility degree of all the corresponding IVDHFEs from rR1 and rR2. Thereby, it can reflect
total divergence between matrices rR1 and rR2. Note that the compatibility degree is non-negative
and commutative.
In addition, we have the following theorem for the compatibility degree CI.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose rR1 “ pr1ijqnˆ m and
rR2 “ pr2ijqnˆm are two IVDHF decision matrices, then
(1) 0 ď CIprR1, rR2q ď 1;
(2) CIprR1, rR2q “ 1 if and only if rR1 and rR2 are perfectly consistent;
(3) CIprR1, rR2q “ CIprR2, rR1q.
Proof.











(2) If CIprR1, rR2q “ 1, then dIVDHFSpr1ij,r
2





1 and rR2 are perfectly consistent;
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If rR1 and rR2 are perfectly consistent, then dIVDHFSpr1ij,r
2





CIprR1, rR2q “ 1;
(3) Note that compatibility degree CI is based on the distance measure dIVDHFS between two
IVDHFEs, where dIVDHFS holds the property of commutativity. Therefore we have























which completes the proof. ˝
Now, based on the above compatibility degree, we can differentiate decision makers. Namely, if
the total divergence of rRk (given by the kth decision maker) from other decision matrices appears to be
larger than other decision matrices’ divergences, then the kth decision maker plays a less important
role in decision making and should be assigned a smaller weight. On the contrary, a small overall
divergence score suggests the kth decision maker plays an important role in prioritization process and
should be assigned a bigger weight. Thereby, a compatibility maximizing model can be constructed to





























2 “ 1, λk ě 0, k “ 1, 2, ..., t
.







































2 “ 1, λk ě 0, k “ 1, 2, ..., t
.
For model (M-1), we have the following theorem.



































Regarding the model (M-1), we can apply the Lagrange Multiplier Method to derive its
optimal solution.


































2 ´ 1q. (11)
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2 ´ 1q “ 0
(12)
































































which completes the proof. ˝
Note that λkpk “ 1, 2, ..., tq gives the unique solution to model (M-1), thus can be applied to
determine unknown decision makers’ weights for FMCGDM with IVDHF decision information. In
addition, we also have the following theorem for model (M-1).
Theorem 3.3. If CIprRk, rRlq “ 1, then it is reasonable to assign the same weights to all experts
λkpk “ 1, 2, ..., tq.
Proof.
If CIprRk, rRlq “ 1, then we have dIVDHFSprkij,r
l
ijq “ 0.
By resolving model (M´1), we obtain each expert’s weights as λk “
1
t
, which completes the proof.
˝
3.2. Deviation Maximizing Model for Determining Criteria Weights
To derive appropriate weights for criteria objectively, in this subsection, we develop an effective
model in light of the deviation maximizing method [68]. Wang [68] introduced the deviation
maximizing method originally in crisp settings and maintained its main idea that: if the scores
of alternatives differ little under a criteria, it implies such a criterion plays an insignificant role in
the decision process, and vice versa. Thus, if a criterion generates similar scores across alternatives, it
should be assigned with a small weight; while the criterion which produces large deviations should be
weighted heavier, regardless of its own importance. Chen, et al. [69] pointed out that the differentiating
ability and objectivity of deviation maximizing method is better than AHP, which is much dependent
on expert’s subjective opinions.
Therefore, considering an IVDHF decision matrices rR “ prijqnˆ m as the same form shown
in Table 1, we now propose a deviation maximizing model to determine weighting vector
ω “ pωjqpj “ 1, 2, ..., mq for criteria.






dIVDHFSprij,rl jqωj pi, l “ 1, 2, ..., n; l ‰ i; j “ 1, 2, ..., mq, (15)
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where dIVDHFSprij,rl jq is the distance measure defined in Definition 2.6.













dIVDHFSprij,rl jqωj pi, l “ 1, 2, ..., n; l ‰ i; j “ 1, 2, ..., mq. (16)
Now, we can derive the appropriate weighting vector ω by maximizing all deviation values for

































“ 1, ωj ě 0, j “ 1, 2, ..., m
.
Regarding model (M-2), we have the following theorem.












pi, l “ 1, 2, ..., n; l ‰ i; j “ 1, 2, ..., mq.
Proof.
To solve model (M-2), we also can apply the Lagrange Multiplier Method to derive its
optimal solution.
























where ζ is the Lagrange multiplier. Take the first-order derivative on ωjpj “ 1, 2, ..., mq and ζ, then set


























´ 1 “ 0
.





























which completes the proof. ˝
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4. IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR for FMCGDM
In this section, based on conventional TOPSIS [32] and VIKOR [33,34], we focus on developing
two effective FMCGDM approaches: IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR, for tackling the ERSE
problem formulized in Section 2.3. We extend TOPSIS and VIKOR to accommodate group decision
making environments and employ IVDHFS to help decision makers elicit their preferences more
effectively and comprehensively. To objectively differentiate criteria and decision makers in the process
of IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR, we utilize the models proposed in Section 3 to derive the most
appropriate weighting vectors for criteria and decision makers.
4.1. Weighted TOPSIS with Synthesized IVDHF Group Decision Matrix (IVDHF-TOPSIS)
The outstanding merit of TOPSIS is that it can obtain reasonable ranking results through a
straightforward prioritization procedure in which no aggregation operators are needed, thereby
avoiding information loss. To retain this advantage in group decision making settings, we here firstly
introduce the concept of synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix, then based on which, and the
model (M-1), we propose the IVDHF-TOPSIS approach.
Recall that ERSE problems generally happen in group decision making settings and let
rRk “ prkijqnˆmpi “ 1, 2, ..., n; j “ 1, 2, ..., m; k “ 1, 2, ..., tq be the IVDHF decision matrices given by
all t decision makers as shown in Table 1. prkijq is an IVDHFE and denotes the evaluation of alternative
xi under criterion cj. To enable traditional TOPSIS to accommodate group decision making under
IVDHF environments, we firstly define a synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix rR “ prijqnˆ m
based on rRk all as following Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1. Let rRk “ prkijqnˆmpk “ 1, 2, ..., tq be a set of individual IVDHF decision matrices, then










































Here, the elements in rhij and rgij are arranged in an increasing order. Let rµ
σps1q
ij be the s1-th smallest
value in rhij, rν
σps2q
ij be the s2-th smallest value in rgij.











number of elements in rgij.
Then, based on the above synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix and model (M-1) for
determining unknown weights for decision makers, we now can enhance the traditional TOPSIS
method to deduce IVDHF-TOPSIS for handling the complex ERSE problems as formulated in
Section 2.3. Its procedures are listed in following Algorithm I.
Algorithm I. IVDHF-TOPSIS approach for multi-criteria group decision making with decision hesitancy
Step I-1. Determine weighting vector λ for decision makers by model (M-1).
Step I-2. Utilize decision makers’ weighting vector λ to transform individual IVDHF decision
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pk “ 1, 2, ..., tq, we now can
construct the synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix rRij “ prijqnˆ m as follows.
c1 c2 . . . cm
x1 r11 r12 . . . r1m






xn rn1 rn2 . . . rnm




i , ..., r̀n q and negative ideal solution




i , ..., ŕn q, where
r
`
i “ pt1u , t0uq , r
´
i “ pt0u , t1uq .
Then by distance measure defined in Definition 2.6, we can calculate separating measures from









































































































































































, i “ 1, 2, ..., n. (25)
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Step I-6. Obtain ranking order of all alternatives in accordance with the descending order of ci, then
choose the most appropriate solution.
4.2. Extended VIKOR for FMCGDM under IVDHF Environments (IVDHF-VIKOR)
VIKOR is another straightforward ideal-solution-based approach for MCDM [9]. In comparison
with the TOPSIS method, VIKOR is more adequate for decision making situations that require trading
off maximum group utility of the majority and the minimum individual regret of the opponent [34,70].
Due to the presence of vagueness and uncertainty in practical MCDM problems, different extended
methods of classic VIKOR have been studied based on fuzzy set theories to suit uncertain MCDM
environments [41,44–46]. However, scarcely any of these methods are adequate in addressing complex
scenarios where experts are hesitant or irresolute on possible membership degrees or non-membership
degrees, especially in group settings.
Therefore, in order to tackle the ERSE problems formulated in Section 2.3, we here extend the
conventional VIKOR model to propose an enhanced approach: IVDHF-VIKOR, for tackling complex
FMCGDM with decision hesitancy. In IVDHF-VIKOR, we employ IVDHFS to incorporate decision
maker’s preferences with hesitancy more completely; then we utilize model (M-1) to derive decision
makers’ weights so as to aggregate individual decision matrix into group decision matrix; in the
ranking procedure of developed IVDHF-VIKOR approach, we incorporate the optimal criteria weights
determined by model (M-2) to reflect relative importance of distances from compromised IVDHF
ideal solution.
The decision-making procedure of IVDHF-VIKOR is detailed in the following Algorithm II.
Algorithm II. IVDHF-VIKOR approach for multi-criteria group decision making with decision hesitancy.
Step II-1. Determine weighting vector λ for decision makers by model (M-1).
Step II-2. By use of the decision makers’ weighting vector λ, aggregate all individual IVDHF decision

















pk “ 1, 2, ..., tq into the IVDHF
group decision matrix rR “ prijqnˆ m: through the IVDHFWA operator in Definition 2.7, we have
rij “ p




























or through the IVDHFWGA operator in Definition 2.8, then we have
rij “ p




























Step II-3. Derive criteria weighting vector ω from above group decision matrix rR “ prijqnˆ m according
to the model (M-2).
Step II-4. Determine the values of best f ˚j and the worst f
´
j for all criteria ratings:















rij are determined according to the score function Sprijq in Equation (4) and the
accuracy function Pprijq in Equation (5).
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where dIVDHFSprf ˚j ,rijq is the distance measure defined in Definition 2.6.





ωjdij, i “ 1, 2, ..., n, (29)
Ri “ max
j
ωjdij, i “ 1, 2, ..., n, (30)
where ωj is weight for criterion cj, j “ 1, 2, ..., m.








where S˚ “ min
i
Si, S´ “ max
i
Si, R˚ “ min
i
Ri, R´ “ max
i
Ri. Especially, v denotes the weight for
group utility, whereas p1´ vq is the weight for individual regret.
Step II-8. Rank the alternatives. Sort S, R and Q in descending order to derive three ranked lists.
Step II-9. Propose a compromise solution, the alternative xp1q, which is the best ranked by the measure
Q(minimum) if the following two conditions are satisfied:
C1: Acceptable advantage: Qpxp2qq ´ Qpxp1qq ě 1{pn´ 1q, where xp2q is the alternative with
second position in the ranking list by Q and n is the number of alternatives.
C2: Acceptable stability in decision making: Alternative xp1q is stable within the decision making
process if it is also the best ranked in S or R. This compromise solution is stable within a decision
making process, which could be “by majority-rule voting” (when v >0.5 is needed), or “by consensus”
v « 0.5, or “with veto” (v < 0.5). (v is the weight of decision making strategy or “the maximum
group utility”).
Note that when conditions C1 and C2 cannot be satisfied simultaneously, a set of compromise
solutions can be determined according to following rules:





and all solutions xptqpt “ 1, 2, ..., Tq are the compromise solutions.
R2: If C2 is not satisfied, then the solutions xp1q and xp2q are the compromise solutions.
4.3. Advantages of Proposed Approaches
The above-proposed IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR extend conventional TOPSIS and VIKOR
to effectively tackle complex MCGDM with decision hesitancy and without weighting information
(i.e., expert weights and attribute weights are totally unknown). Also they still can retain simple and
straightforward decision making procedures, as shown in Figure 3 for clarity.
To further analytically compare with widely-used aggregation-operators-based approaches [11,29],
we here extend the MCDM approach with IVDHF preferences by Ju, et al. [27] to group setting and
propose the following Algorithm III, which employs the IVDHFWA operator in Definition 2.7 for
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information aggregation. Decision making procedures of Algorithm III are also shown in Figure 3. It is
worth noticing that, the aggregation-operators-based approach normally at least needs aggregation
operators at two stages: (i) aggregate individual decision matrices into collective (group) decision





3.  It  is  worth  noticing  that,  the  aggregation‐operators‐based  approach  normally  at  least  needs 
aggregation operators at two stages: (i) aggregate individual decision matrices into collective (group) 
decision matrix;  (ii)  aggregate  collective  (group) decision matrix  to derive  the  final  scores  of  all 
alternatives. 
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Step III‐1. Determine the weighting vector     for decision makers by model (M‐1). 
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k k
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Figure 3. Flowcharts of IVDHF-TOPSIS, IVDHF-VIKOR, and Algorithm III (aggregation-operators-
based approach).
Algorithm III. Aggregation-operators-based approach for FMCGDM under IVDHF environments.
Step III-1. Determine the weighting vector λ for decision makers by model (M-1).
Step III-2. Aggregate each individual IVDHF decision matrix rRk “ prkijqnˆmpk “ 1, 2, ..., tq into
the IVDHF group decision matrix rR “ prijqnˆ m by the IVDHFWA operator [27], where
rij “ p




























Step III-3. Obtain weighting vector ω for criteria based on the above group decision matrix
rR “ prijqnˆ m by model (M-2).
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Step III-4. Use the IVDHFWA operator [27] to obtain the overall collective values ri in terms of
IVDHFEs for each alternative xipi “ 1, 2, ..., nq, where
ri “ p





























Step III-5. Calculate scores Spriq for each alternative xi by Equation (4).
Step III-6. Ranking all the alternatives according to the descending orders of Spriq.
Subsequently, based on the comparative illustration in Figure 3, advantages that the proposed
approaches IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR attain are analyzed as follows.
(i) IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR hold adaptability and flexibility in tackling MCGDM with
decision hesitancy. The employed expression tool of IVDHFS can depict decision maker’s hesitant
preferences with not only membership degrees but also non-membership degrees, and especially can
accommodate the highly-uncertain decision situations where decision makers are only capable of
indicating their hesitancy with interval-values rather than crisp ones.
(ii) IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR can avoid information loss to different extents in
comparison with the aggregation-operators-based approaches like Algorithm III. As can be seen from
Figure 3, IVDHF-TOPSIS avoids using any aggregation operator by introducing the synthesized IVDHF
group decision matrix; IVDHF-VIKOR only needs information aggregation at the first stage, while
Algorithm III heavily depends on aggregation operations at two stages to yield final ranking orders.
Generally, decision making procedures in IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR are both based on the
differentiating ideas by measuring distances from ideal solutions rather than through aggregation
operators (i.e., Step III-2 and Step III-4) used in Algorithm III, thus can help IVDHF-TOPSIS and
IVDHF-VIKOR alleviate information loss that would be caused by use of aggregation operation.
(iii) IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR also can alleviate computation complexity for
multi-criteria decision making based on dual hesitant fuzzy information. IVDHFS enables decision
maker’s to express their hesitant preferences more effectively and comprehensively, but on the other





complexity in information aggregation, such as can be seen from the Equations (33) and (34)
used in Algorithm III. While, IVDHF-TOPSIS obtains separating values (i.e., as shown in
Equations (21) and (22)) only by utilizing distance measures to compute relative closeness to the
positive ideal solution, IVDHF-VIKOR is also capable of differentiating alternatives by utilizing
distance measures (i.e., as shown in Equation (28)) to simultaneously consider maximum group utility
and minimum individual regret. Additionally, IVDHFS can reduce to DHFS when we set upper bounds
and lower bounds as equal in rhpxq and rgpxq, thus the proposed IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR, in
comparison with aggregation-operators-based approaches, still are capable of alleviating computation
complexity under dual hesitant fuzzy environments.
In what follows, numerical examples are presented to verify our proposed approaches.
5. Numerical Examples
5.1. Case Study
In order to mitigate the damage of natural or man-made disaster in highly populated areas, more
and more municipal governments in China have established emergency department to provide rescue
capacity. Consider one of the emergency management problems (adapted from Ju, et al. [14]), as
explained in Section 2.1, the community development department (CDD) of a major city that holds a
state-level special economic zone needs to regularly evaluate a set of alternative response solutions
against urban fire hazards.
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Suppose there are three alternative rescue plans tx1, x2, x3u for evaluation against an urban fire
hazard. Three expert teams dkpk “ 1, 2, 3q, i.e., employees team (d1), external experts team (d2), and
senior management team (d3), have been organized to evaluate the alternatives under four criteria:
(c1) accident identifying capacity, (c2) rescuing capacity, (c3) emergency response resources supplying
capacity, and (c4) after-accident management capacity. Due to the highly-unstructured characteristics
of this management activity, assessment values are hardly to be assigned with crisp numbers and
decision makers are often inclined to be hesitant or irresolute in assigning those assessments. Therefore,
in this case study, decision makers are empowered to provide their preferences in terms of IVDHFEs
on the response solutions xipi “ 1, 2, 3q under the four criteria cjpj “ 1, 2, 3, 4q. Then, three IVDHF




, pk “ 1, 2, 3q are collected and listed in following Tables 2–4.




rR1 c1 c2 c3 c4
x1 ({[0.3, 0.5]},{[0.1, 0.2]})
({[0.1, 0.4]},
{[0.2, 0.3],[0.3, 0.4]}) ({[0.2, 0.4]},{[0.4, 0.5]})
({[0.6, 0.7],
[0.7, 0.8]},{[0.1, 0.2]})
x2 ({[0.4, 0.7]},{[0.2, 0.3]}) ({[0.5, 0.6]},{[0.1, 0.2]})
({[0.2, 0.3]},
{[0.5, 0.6][0.6, 0.7]}) ({[0.4, 0.5]},{[0.2, 0.4]})


















[0.4, 0.5]},{[0.4, 0.5]}) ({[0.4, 0.7]},{[0.2, 0.3]})
x2 ({[0.7, 0.8]},{[0.1, 0.2]}) ({[0.2, 0.3]},{[0.5, 0.6]}) ({[0.6, 0.8]},{[0.1, 0.2]}) ({[0.3, 0.5]},{[0.3, 0.4]})
x3
({[0.4, 0.5]},
{[0.3, 0.4],[0.4, 0.5]}) ({[0.7, 0.8]},{[0.1, 0.2]}) ({[0.2, 0.5]},{[0.3, 0.4]})
({[0.3, 0.4]},
{[0.2, 0.4],[0.4, 0.5]})


















{[0.1, 0.3],[0.4, 0.5]}) ({[0.4, 0.6]},{[0.3, 0.4]}) ({[0.7, 0.8]},{[0.1, 0.2]})
x3 ({[0.7, 0.8]},{[0.1, 0.2]}) ({[0.5, 0.6]},{[0.3, 0.4]})
({[0.6, 0.7]},
{[0.1, 0.2],[0.2, 0.3]}) ({[0.6, 0.7]},{[0.1, 0.3]})
Now we can apply the proposed approaches IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR to resolve
this problem.
Firstly, according to the steps in Algorithm I, decision making procedures of IVDHF-TOPSIS are
carried out in the following.
Step I-1. Determine the weighting vector for decision makers by model (M-1):
λ “ p0.3305, 0.3237, 0.3458q.
Step I-2. Transform the three individual IVDHF decision matrices rRk “ prkijq3ˆ4pk “ 1, 2, 3q (as in





, shown as Tables 5–7.
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Step I-3. By combining all the weighted individual decision matrices, we construct the synthesized
IVDHF group decision matrix rR “ prijq3ˆ4 “ p
rhij, rgijq3ˆ 4, where the
rhij part of all elements are shown
in Table 8 and the rgij part of all elements are shown in Table 9.
Table 8. rhij part in the synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix rR “ p
rhij, rgijq.
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Table 9. rgij part of synthesized IVDHF group decision matrix rR “ p
rhij, rgijq.




















































Step I-4. Determine the positive ideal solution (PIS) X` and negative ideal solutions (NIS) X´, and
then calculate the separating measures from the PIS and NIS for each alternative:
d`1 “ 4.2815, d
´
1 “ 1.5613; d
`
2 “ 4.0922, d
´
2 “ 1.7824; d
`
3 “ 3.9409, d
´
3 “ 1.8947.
Step I-5. Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution ci:
c1 “ 0.2672, c2 “ 0.3034, , c3 “ 0.3247.
Step I-6. Rank the alternatives according to the descending order of ci:
x3 ą x2 ą x1.
Thus, IVDHF-TOPSIS identifies the solution x3 as the most appropriate alternative for this case.
Next, we apply the proposed IVDHF-VIKOR in Algorithm II to prioritize solutions in the above
case. Decision making procedures of IVDHF-VIKOR are constructed as follows.
Step II-1. Same as Step I-1, we have obtained the weighting vector for decision makers:
λ “ p0.3305, 0.3237, 0.3458q.
Step II-2. Utilize the IVDHFWA operator in Definition 2.7 to aggregate individual decision matrices
rRk “ prkijq3ˆ4pk “ 1, 2, 3q into IVDHF group decision matrix
rRIVDHFWA “ prijq3ˆ4 “ p
rhij, rgijq3ˆ 4,
where the rhij part of all elements are shown in Table 10 and the rgij part of all elements are shown in
Table 11.
Table 10. rhij part of IVDHF Group decision matrix rRIVDHFWA “ p
rhij, rgijq.
rhij c1 c2 c3 c4
x1
{[0.2048, 0.38],












[0.5448, 0.6904]} {[0.4839, 0.6245]}
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Table 11. rgij part of IVDHF Group decision matrix rRIVDHFWA “ p
rhij, rgijq.




















[0.2643, 0.3845]}) {[0.1794, 0.3147]}
x3
{[0.1427, 0.2503],







Step II-3. Obtain the weighting vector for criteria according to model (M-2):
ω “ p0.3493, 0.1956, 0.3849, 0.0703qT.
Step II-4. Determine the best values f ˚j and the worst values f
´
j :
f ˚1 “ ptr0.5871, 0.7309su , tr0.1427, 0.2503s , r0.1566, 0.2691suq ,
f´1 “ ptr0.2048, 0.38s , r0.2345, 0.4062su , tr0.2087, 0.3181s , r0.249, 0.366suq ,
f ˚2 “ ptr0.4771, 0.6228su , tr0.1257, 0.2287s , r0.1598, 0.2631s , r0.1574, 0.2608s , r0.2, 0.3s
r0.1438, 0.2515s , r0.1827, 0.2893s , r0.1799, 0.2868s , r0.2287, 0.3299suq
f´2 “ ptr0.346, 0.4821su , tr0.1684, 0.3284s , r0.2719, 0.3918suq ,
f ˚3 “ ptr0.4611, 0.6108s , r0.5448, 0.6904su , tr0.1427, 0.2503s , r0.1814, 0.288suq ,
f´3 “ ptr0.202, 0.3372s , r0.2408, 0.3752su , tr0.4321, 0.5325s , r0.4602, 0.5617suq ,
f ˚4 “ ptr0.4465, 0.642s , r0.4967, 0.6869su , tr0.1252, 0.2624s , r0.183, 0.3131suq
f´4 “ ptr0.4839, 0.6245su , tr0.1252, 0.288s , r0.1566, 0.3096s , r0.1574, 0.3293s , r0.197, 0.3539suq .
Step II-5. Calculate the normalized fuzzy distance dij:
d11 “ 1, d21 “ 0.11, d31 “ 0, d12 “ 0, d22 “ 1, d32 “ 0.5415, d13 “ 1,
d23 “ 0.3119, d33 “ 0, d14 “ 0, d24 “ 0.8544, d34 “ 1.
Step II-6. Compute Si and Ri:
S1 “ 0.7342, S2 “ 0.4141, S3 “ 0.1762, R1 “ 0.3849, R2 “ 0.1956, R3 “ 0.1059.
Step II-7. Suppose v = 0.5, then we can obtain Qipi “ 1, 2, 3q as
Q1 “ 1, Q2 “ 0.3739, Q3 “ 0.
Step II-8. Rank the alternatives according to the ascending order of S, R and Q, respectively. Then we
get three ranked lists as shown in Table 12.
Step II-9. Because solution x3 satisfies the conditions C1 and C2 simultaneously, x3 is thus the unique
compromise solution.
Therefore, IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR output the same ranking results for all three rescue
plans; both identify response solution x3 as the most appropriate one.
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S 0.7342 0.4141 0.1762 x3 ą x2 ą x1 x3
R 0.3849 0.1956 0.1059 x3 ą x2 ą x1 x3
Qpv “ 0.5q 1 0.3739 0 x3 ą x2 ą x1 x3
5.2. Comparison with Aggregation-Operators-Based Approach
In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed approaches IVDHF-TOPSIS and
IVDHF-VIKOR, we here apply the aggregation-operators-based approach Algorithm III to resolve the
same case in Section 5.1 then compare the ranking results obtained by all the three approaches. After
calculation, Algorithm III output the final ranking result as x3 ą x2 ą x1. For clarity, ranking results
yielded by all the three algorithms are compared in Table 13.
Table 13. Ranking results obtained by Algorithms I–III.
Methods Ranking Results
Algorithm I: IVDHF-TOPSIS x3 ą x2 ą x1
Algorithm II: IVDHF-VIKOR x3 ą x2 ą x1
Algorithm III: Aggregation-operators-based approach x3 ą x2 ą x1
As can be seen from Table 13, all the three approaches identify the same ranking order for the
three response solutions, which verifies all the three types of FMCGDM approaches are effective
in differentiating decision solutions. According to analysis in Section 4.3, IVDHF-TOPSIS and
IVDHF-VIKOR avoid using multiple aggregation operators so that they are capable of alleviating
potential information loss and reducing computational complexity FMCGDM under hesitant
fuzzy environments. Therefore, the proposed IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR are effective
and indispensable approaches in supporting multi-criteria decision making characterized with
decision hesitancy.
6. Conclusions
Increasing instances of natural and manmade disasters have caused great losses to local
society and economics, which also have forced governments to bring emergency management to
the center of the vital task of planning and implementing sustainable community development.
Sustainable community planning must include emergency response solutions to identifiable risks of
potential disasters. Suitable approaches for evaluating alternative response solutions also must be
developed to support community development departments maintaining their emergency response
solution repository.
Emergency response solutions evaluation (ERSE) generally can be categorized as a type of
complex multi-criteria group decision making problem under uncertain environments, in which
decision makers are often hesitant or irresolute when assessing fuzzy objects. Due to the lack of fuzzy
multi-criteria group decision making (FMCGDM) approaches for ERSE with presence of decision
hesitancy, in this paper, we proposed two effective FMCGDM approaches: IVDHF-TOPSIS and
IVDHF-VIKOR. We employed IVDHFS to elicit decision hesitancy caused by uncertainties more
effectively and comprehensively. Based on decision matrices provided in terms of IVDHFEs by decision
makers, we developed the deviation maximizing model and the compatibility maximizing model
to objectively determine unknown criteria weights and expert weights, respectively. In comparison
with widely used aggregation-operators-based approach, IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR are
capable of alleviating information loss by avoiding multiple use of aggregation operators and reducing
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computational complexity in processing hesitant fuzzy preferences. Numerical examples have verified
the effectiveness of both IVDHF-TOPSIS and IVDHF-VIKOR.
Limitations of this paper exist and also point out our future research directions: further real-world
case researches should be carried out to refine the proposed approaches; when confronted with ERSE
problems in more complicate emergency scenarios, such as correlations among criteria and order
inducing attitudes, extending the proposed methods to accommodate these problems would be another
future research direction; to facilitate Internet-based application, a distributed decision support system
should be implemented.
As the proposed methods are not only easy to understand and ready to implement, but also
generalizable, they would be important and valuable tools for prioritizing alternatives and assessing
performances in many other operational management areas in practice.
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